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ROMANIAN

1. Mulțumesc.

2. Mersi.

3. Mulțumesc mult.

4. Mulțumesc foarte mult.

5. Mulțumesc frumos.

ENGLISH

1. Thank you.

2. Thanks.

3. Thanks a lot.

4. Thank you very much.

5. Thank you beautifully.

VOCABULARY

Romanian English Class

a mulţumi to thank verb

mersi thanks interjection

frumos beautiful adjective,adverb

foarte very adverb
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mult a lot, much adjective,adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Mulţumesc, Diana! 
"Thank you, Diana!"

Mersi mult. 
"Thanks a lot."

Foarte f rumos. 
"Very beautiful."

Mulţumesc foarte mult. 
"Thank you very much."

Prea mult. 
"Too much."

Foarte mult. 
"Very much."

GRAMMAR

In Romanian, the most simple way of saying "Thank you" is Mulțumesc.

Mulţumesc is a verb, and the dictionary form is a mulţumi, which in English will be 
translated as "to thank." So literally translated, the word mulțumesc means "thanks."

Another simple and common way of saying "Thank you" is the French word Mersi 
pronounced in a Romanian way.

There will be occasions when you will want to express your gratitude in a more 
polite and appreciative manner. That is when you should use the expression 
Mulțumesc mult.

Let's break that down:

1. Mulțumesc means "thank you." 
2. mult means "a lot" or "much."

The English equivalent for Mulțumesc mult is "Thank you a lot."

For showing deeper gratitude, it is enough to add foarte to the expression 
Mulțumesc mult so that you get Mulțumesc foarte mult which in English will be 
translated as "Thank you very much."

The word foarte literally means "very" and mult is translated as "much" or "a lot."
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The nicest way of expressing gratitude is Mulțumesc frumos, literally translated 
as "Thank you beautifully."

The second word frumos, meaning "beautiful," is used to make the phrase familiar 
and polite at the same time.

Here are another 3 expressions for showing gratitude using the word mersi just by 
replacing mulțumesc in the expressions we just learned. And we get:

1. Mersi mult

2. Mersi foarte mult and

3. Mersi frumos.

Whether you use mulțumesc or mersi, the meaning stays the same.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick tip 1
 

The most common way to say "Thank you" is mulțumesc. Use mulțumesc in any 
situation, whether formal, informal, special or common, and Romanians will 
appreciate your effort of speaking their language. Never worry about the person's 
age or profession. Keep in mind that this word can be used anywhere, anytime, 
and with anyone. You say mulțumesc when the waiter brings you the food, when 
somebody does a favor for you, and when you receive a compliment.

Quick tip 2
 

You will be surprised to see how much the French word mersi is used in Romania. 
People have different opinions about mersi according to their social status, 
education, profession and/or where they live. Therefore it is better to avoid using 
mersi in a business conversation or with older people from the countryside, since 
they may not understand you. Say mersi to people who have this word in their 
vocabulary, with friends, and anytime you feel a casual "thank you" is proper to use.

Quick tip 3
 

Use Mulțumesc mult and Mulțumesc foarte mult when you feel very pleased and 
thankful. Adding multand foarte mult will not change the politeness level but will 
show how impressed you are. Remember that Mulțumesc frumos is a familiar 
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expression but very polite at the same time. Use it when you receive a gift, or 
when your friend's mother serves you a meal, for example.
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ROMANIAN

1. Cu plăcere.

2. Pentru puţin.

3. Pentru nimic.

4. Mi-a făcut plăcere să vă ajut.

ENGLISH

1. You're welcome.

2. For little.

3. For nothing

4. It was a pleasure to help you

VOCABULARY

Romanian English Class

plăcere pleasure noun

cu with preposition

puţin little adjective,adverb

nimic nothing negative pronoun, adverb

pentru for preposition, adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Mi-a făcut plăcere să te ajut. 
"It  was a pleasure to help you."

Cu plăcere! 
"You're welcome!"

Foarte puţ in. 
"Very litt le."

Nimic interesant. 
"Nothing interesting."

Pentru o persoană. 
"For one person."

Pentru puţ in. 
"For nothing."

GRAMMAR

In Romanian, the most common way of saying "You're welcome" is Cu plăcere.  
Literally this means "with pleasure."

Let's break it down:

1. cu means "with"

2. plăcere means "pleasure."

All together that is Cu plăcere.

Another way of responding to someone who thanked you is pentru puţin. In 
English this means "for little."

Let's break it down:

1. pentru means "for."

2. puţin means "little."

All together, that's...

Pentru puţin.

Romanians have another expression using the same word pentru: it is pentru 
nimic. Translated in English it means "for nothing."
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Let's break it down:

1. pentru meaning "for."

2. nimic means "nothing."

Again, the whole phrase is

Pentru nimic.

There will be occasions when you will say mulţumesc, the word for "thank you," 
and the response will be Mi-a făcut plăcere să te ajut. The translation in English 
is "it was a pleasure to help you."

Let's break that phrase down:

1.  plăcere means "pleasure"

2. făcut means "done."

*You will understand the exact translation later when we introduce you to Romanian 
grammar. Now, let's focus on pronunciation.

Again, the whole phrase is...

Mi-a făcut plăcere să te ajut. 

This phrase is very polite and you can make it sound formal at the same time by 
replacing the word te with vă. It will sound like this: Mi-a făcut plăcere să vă ajut. 
This phrase can be used with older people and in situations where formality is 
needed, such as in a post office or a bank.

Remember:

- Cu plăcere means "With pleasure" and it is the equivalent for "You are welcome" 
- Pentru puţin means "For little" 
- Pentru nimic means "For nothing" 
- Mi-a făcut plăcere să te ajut means "It was a pleasure to help you"

All the expressions can be used in any situation, formal or informal, except Mi-a 
făcut plăcere să te ajut. But remember in order to change this phrase into a formal 
one, you should say vă instead of te.

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick Tip 

 

The phrase Mi-a făcut plăcere să vă/te ajut is used after offering help to someone, 
while the other expressions can be used in any other situations. Also keep in mind 
that Cu plăcere is the most common way of saying "you are welcome" while Pentru 
nimic and Pentru puţin are not used very often.
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ROMANIAN

1. Vă rog.

2. Te rog.

3. Vă rog frumos.

4. Vă rog mult.

5. Acesta vă rog.

6. Acela, vă rog.

ENGLISH

1. Please.(formal)

2. Please.(informal)

3. I ask you, please.(Literally, I ask you beautifully.)

4. I ask you, please.(Literally, I ask you a lot.) (formal)

5. this please

6. that please

VOCABULARY

Romanian English Class

a ruga to ask, to pray verb
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tu you (singular) pronoun

voi you (plural) pronoun

acesta this pronoun

acela that pronoun

frumos beautiful adjective,adverb

mult a lot, much adjective,adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Te rog mult. 
"(I) ask you a lot."

Tu înțelegi f ranceza? 
"Do you understand French?"

Te rog. 
"(I) ask you."

Voi vorbiț i engleza? 
"Do you speak English?"

Vă rog. 
"(I) ask you."

Acesta, vă rog. 
"This please."

Acela, vă rog. 
"That please."

Foarte f rumos. 
"Very beautiful."

Prea mult. 
"Too much."

Foarte mult. 
"Very much."

GRAMMAR

In Romanian, "please" is Vă rog.

Let's break it down:

1. The first word is a pronoun and does not have an exact English equivalent, 
therefore it is translated as "you."
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2. The second word rog is a conjugated form of the verb a ruga which means 
"to ask" or "to pray."

Once more:

Vă rog.

You can change this phrase into an informal one only by replacing vă with te. The 
phrase will become: Te rog.

Imagine a situation where you are asking for forgiveness or for a big favor, and the 
person you're speaking to is in a bad mood, and you feel that te rog is not enough. 
You just need to add one more word and the politeness level will increase. Say Vă 
rog frumos. This expression is literally translated as "ask you beautifully."

The word frumos is translated as "beautiful."

There is another expression that is used in the same situations. It is Vă rog mult, 
and it means "(I) ask you a lot."

The word mult is translated as "much" or "a lot."

When you want to ask for something specifically, say Acesta, vă rog for "this 
please" and Acela, vă rog for "that please."

- acesta means "this" 
- acela means "that"

*Both are masculine.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1 

 

Because of its Latin origin, Romanian has inherited five cases. The accusative is one 
of them. In the expressions vă rog and te rog, the words vă and te are accusative 
forms of the pronoun voi (the Romanian plural form for "you") and tu (the singular 
"you"). To make it easier to understand, the little words vă and te are used to show 
who you are doing the action to and always come before the verb. Here are two 
examples: vă rog, vă mulțumesc. You can always replace vă and te with one 
another, just remember that vă is always used in formal conversations, while te is 
used in informal conversations.
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Quick Tip 2
 

Use acesta vă rog and acela vă rog, for example, when you ask for something 
while shopping. Feel free to point with your finger at the object you need. Never 
point at people, though, because in Romania, this gesture is considered graceless.
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ROMANIAN

1. Nu mulţumesc.

2. Este prea mult.

3. Mulţumesc dar nu mai pot mânca.

ENGLISH

1. No, thank you.

2. It is too much.

3. Thank you, but I can't eat anymore.

VOCABULARY

Romanian English Class

nu mai pot (I) can not anymore expression

a mânca to eat verb

nu no adverb

mulţumesc thank you expression, verb

prea too adverb

mult a lot, much adjective,adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Nu mai pot mânca. 
"I can't eat anymore."

Îmi place să mănânc f ructe la 
desert. 
"I like to eat fruits for dessert."

Nu mai pot mânca. 
"I can't eat anymore."

Nu, nu avem nevoie de ajutorul 
tău. 
"No, we don't need your help."

Nu, nu se fumează. 
"Smoking is not allowed."

Nu înțeleg româna. 
"(I) don't understand Romanian."

Nu, nu vorbesc germana. 
"No, (I) do not speak German."

Mulțumesc pentru sprijinul tău. 
"Thank you for your support."

Nu, mulțumesc. 
"No thank you."

Prea mult. 
"Too much."

Prea mult. 
"Too much."

Foarte mult. 
"Very much."

GRAMMAR

In Romanian, "No thank you" is Nu mulţumesc.

Let's break it down:

1. The first word nu means "no"

2. After that comes mulțumesc which means "thank you."

Once more:

Nu mulţumesc.

This expression is the equivalent of "No, thank you!" and it is used in the same 
situations as in English.
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When you feel that what was offered to you is too much, say Este prea mult. 

Let's break it down:

1.  este is a form of the verb that means "to be"

2. prea mult is translated as "too much"

Once more:

Este prea mult.

The translation is "It is too much."

A combination between the two expressions we just covered is also possible: Nu 
mulţumesc, este prea mult.

During your stay in Romania, you may be invited to people's houses. In most of the 
cases, you will be offered food. There is a custom in Romania of offering more 
food when the guest is about to finish eating everything that is on his or her plate. 
You may feel like saying: "Thank you, but I can't eat anymore."

Mulţumesc dar nu mai pot mânca.

Let's break it down:

1.  mulţumesc means "thank you"

2.  Dar means "but"

3.  Nu mai pot is translated as "can not anymore"

4.  mânca is a form of the verb that means "to eat"

Once more:

Mulţumesc dar nu mai pot mânca. ("Thank you but I can not eat anymore.")

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1
 

Refusing and insisting are part of the old traditional code of manners. In Romania, to 
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refuse at first, when a person offers you something, shows that you are very well 
educated. Because the refusal is anticipated, the person who gives will insist. The 
unwritten rules say that this refusing and insisting has to be done more than once; 
some people will insist two times to make you accept what they are offering 
(usually food or a bottle of wine), while others insist until the other person accepts. 
Romanians are very good at insisting and when they actually want to give you 
something or make you eat a certain food, it will be almost impossible to make 
them change their mind!

Quick Tip 2
 

Nowadays people do not pay too much attention to those traditional rules, yet 
there are a lot of people in the countryside who care about them. So if you are 
invited to a dinner with a Romanian family, for example, you may refuse at first, and 
it is more than likely that the person who invited you will insist that you come.

Quick tip 3

Remember our advice about refusing when food is offered to you. Romanians will 
make their guests eat a lot. There will be times when you feel you cannot eat 
anymore, but your host will not stop giving you food. Offering food is part of the 
hospitality. If you cannot eat anymore remember this: "refuse, refuse, refuse..." If 
that will not work, most of the time your upset stomach will get you out of the 
situation. In conclusion, when offering food, Romanians excel at insisting.
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ROMANIAN

1. Bună dimineața.

2. Bu-nă ziua.

3. Bună seara.

4. Noapte bună.

5. Salut!

6. Bună.

7. Ciao!

8. Servus!

ENGLISH

1. Good morning.

2. Good afternoon.

3. Good evening.(coming)

4. Good night.(going)

5. Hello.

6. Hello.

CONT'D OVER
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7. Hi!

8. Hi!

VOCABULARY

Romanian English Class

ziua day noun

seară evening noun

noapte night noun

a săruta to kiss verb

mâna hand noun

ciao hello, bye interjection

servus hello, bye interjection

bună hello interjection

bună good adjective 

dimineață morning noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Bună ziua! 
"Good day!"

Deseori jucăm cărț i într-o 
seară caldă de vară. 
"We often play cards on a warm 
summer evening."

Mâine seară voi merge la 
concert. 
"Tomorrow evening I will go to 
the concert."

Terenul de tenis este deschis și 
seara. 
"The tennis court is open in the 
evening, too."
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Bună seara! 
"Good evening!"

Noapte bună. 
"Good night."

Sărut mâna. 
"Kiss the hand."

Sărut mâna. 
"Kiss the hand."

Ciao, Andrei! 
"Hello, Andrei!"

Servus, Claudia! 
"Servus, Claudia!"

Bună, Daniel! 
"Hello Daniel!"

Foarte bună. 
"Very good."

În această perioadă a anului e 
încă f rig dimineața. 
"At this t ime of the year it  is 
st ill cold in the morning."

Programarea lui la doctor este 
mâine dimineață. 
"His appointment at the doctor 
is tomorrow morning."

Magazinele  noastre vor fi 
deschise iar, mâine dimineață. 
"Our stores will open again 
tomorrow morning."

Bună dimineața! 
"Good morning."

GRAMMAR

In Romanian, "Good morning" is Bună dimineața.

Let's break it down:

1. bună means "good"

2. dimineața means "the morning"

Once more:

Bună dimineața. Literally, it means "Good the morning."
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In Romanian, "Good afternoon" is Bună ziua.

Let's break it down:

1. bună means "good"

2. ziua means "the day"

Once more:

Bună ziua

In Romanian, "Good evening" is Bună seara.

Let's break it down:

1. bună means "good"

2. seara means "the evening"

Once more:

Bună seara.

"Good night" is Noapte bună. This expression is a parting greeting, and just like 
in English, it is said before going to sleep.

Let's break it down:

1. noapte means "night"

2. bună means "good"

Once more:

Noapte bună.

All of these expressions can be used in informal and formal situations as well. 
However, with friends, you can use other kinds of greeting as well. Let's take a 
look at them.

The most common way of saying "Hello" in Romanian is Salut!

Use this word with your friends and with young people.
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Another common way to say "Hello" is Bună. You already know the meaning of this 
word. This is the short version of Bună ziua.

Now I will introduce you to two informal ways of greeting each other that are very 
common in Transylvania.

The first one is Ciao, meaning "Hi," pronounced almost like in Italian.

And the second one is the Latin word Servus which is literally translated in English 
as "servant," but is equivalent to the English expression "Hi."

Both Ciao! and Servus! are parting greetings as well.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1
 

In Romanian, there are definitely many ways of greeting each other depending on 
age, profession, sex, geographical region, the relations you have with the person 
you greet, and many other factors. To be safe, use the formal greetings with 
anyone, anywhere. Among friends, feel free to say Salut. Romanian people will like 
hearing you greet them in their language. Be observant of the people around you, 
because listening to native speakers will further your learning.

Quick Tip 2
 

The formal greeting Bună ziua literally means "good day" so Romanians use this 
expression during the day time, not only in the afternoon. Normally, Bună dimineața 
("good morning") can be said until 11 am.

Quick Tip 3
 

Although hand-kissing has become rare in Romania and many people consider it 
old-fashioned, the form of greeting sărut mâna, ("kiss the hand") has survived the 
test of time. The action itself has faded away, and only the words remain. Many 
people tend to use it instead of mulţumesc. Also keep in mind that sărut mâna is 
addressed from a man to a woman or to a person older than yourself.
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ROMANIAN

1. Cum te numeşti?

2. Cum vă numiţi?

3. Mă numesc John.

4. De unde eşti?

5. De unde sunteţi?

6. Sunt din Canada.

ENGLISH

1. What is your name?(informal)

2. What is your name?(formal)

3. My name is John.

4. Where are you from?(informal)

5. Where are you from?(formal)

6. I'm from Canada.

VOCABULARY

Romanian English Class

cum how, what adverb
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te numeşti your name is expression, informal

vă numiţi your name is expression, formal

a numi to name, to call verb

eşti (you) are verb

de unde where adverb

din from preposition

Numele meu este My name is phrase

Eu sunt I'm from phrase

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Cum iț i place f riptura? 
"How do you like your steak?"

Cum te numești? 
"What is your name?"

Cum te numești? 
"What is your name?"

Cum vă numiț i? 
"What is your name?"

Pe american îl numim John. 
"We call the American, John."

De unde ești? 
"Where are you from?"

De unde ești? 
"Where are you from?"

Din Canada. 
"From Canada."

Numele meu este George. 
"My  name is George."

Eu sunt american. 
"I'm American."

GRAMMAR

Let's imagine that your name is John, and you are from Canada. You came to 
Romania and met a person who asked you "What is your name?" That sounds like 
this in Romanian: Cum te numeşti?
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Let's break it down:

1. cum means "how"

2. te is a form of the pronoun "you" and it shows singular and informal speech. 
Te can be translated as "yourself"

3. numeşti is a form of the verb that means "to name"

Once more:

Cum te numeşti?

You can change this phrase into a formal one simply by replacing te with vă. The 
phrase will become: Cum vă numiţi?

The answer to this question will be, in our case: Mă numesc John. Which means 
"My name is John."

Let's break it down:

1. mă which is a form of the pronoun "I" and it can be translated in English as 
"myself" or "me"

2. the verb numesc - "to name"; what makes it different from the previous is 
the final syllable.

3. The name usually comes at the end.

Let's hear that again:

Mă numesc John.

The next question you will usually be asked is "Where are you from?" - De unde 
eşti?

Let's break it down:

1.  de is translated as "from" in this case.

2.  unde means "where."

3. eşti is a form of the verb that means "to be."
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Once more:

De unde eşti?

If you are speaking to a person younger than yourself, you may be asked De 
unde sunteţi? This is the polite way to say "Where are you from?"

Your answer will be "I'm from Canada." In Romania that will sound like: Sunt din 
Canada.

Let's break it down:

1. sunt is a form of the verb that means "to be"

2. din means "from"

3. At the end we have the name of the country, which in our case is Canada.

Once more:

Sunt din Canada.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 

 

In Romania, for example, it's normal for a person to ask: "Do you have a girlfriend/
boyfriend?" If the answer is "no" you may be even more baffled when you hear 
what is typically asked afterwards; which is: "Why don't you have one?" In many 
countries this would be considered a flirtatious question, but in Romania, it doesn't 
necessarily mean that. Another subject that is freely spoken about in Romania, is 
religion. Although most of Romania is Orthodox Christian, with many firm believers, 
they don't mind discussing the many different types of religion as well.
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ROMANIAN

1. La revedere.

2. Pe curând.

3. O zi bună.

4. O seară bună.

5. Pa pa!

6. Pa!

7. Ciao!

8. Servus!

ENGLISH

1. Goodbye/Until we meet again.

2. See you later.

3. A good day.

4. A good evening.

5. Bye bye!

6. Bye!

CONT'D OVER
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7. Goodbye!

8. Goodbye!

VOCABULARY

Romanian English Class

pa bye interjection

pe on preposition

curând soon adverb

la at preposition

revedere seeing again noun

o one
numeral,adjective, 
article, interjection

zi day noun

bun good adjective, adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Pa pa, George! 
"Bye bye, George!"

Pe curând, Simona. 
"See you soon, Simona."

Pe curând. 
"See you soon."

La ce oră? 
"What t ime?"

La Simona. 
"At Simona."

La revedere. 
"Goodbye."

O femeie. 
"One woman."

O zi. 
"One day."
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O zi bună! 
"A good day!"

Bună ziua. 
"Good day."

GRAMMAR

A parting expression that we can use any time of the day to strangers or friends is 
La revedere, which means "until we meet again."

Let's break it down:

1. la means "at"

2. revedere literally translated as "seeing again"

Once more:

La revedere.

Another expression that you can use any time of the day to someone that you 
know you will definitely meet again is Pe curând. The English equivalent is "see 
you later."

Let's break it down:

1. pe means "on"

2. curând means "soon"

Once more:

Pe curând. The literal translation is "on soon." Use it with people you will meet 
again.

Other formal ways to bid farewell include O zi bună and O seară bună.

Let's break the first expression down:

1. o means "one," but in this expression it is translated as "a."

2. Zi means "day"
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3. bună means "good"

Once more:

O zi bună. The literal translation is "a good day."

In the second expression O seară bună, the word seară means "evening." The 
translation in English is "a good evening."

Use them for the appropriate time of the day, with anyone and in any circumstance.

Now let's continue with the informal ones. In Romanian, Pa pa is the equivalent of 
"bye bye" in English.

Also, you can say only Pa just like the English "bye."

There are two more informal greetings that we mentioned in the previous lesson, 
servus and ciao. These are used as parting expressions as well.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 

 

Among friends in Romania, pa pa is the usual way of saying good bye. In 
Transylvania, though, the use of pa pa can be considered a sign of being 
uneducated. In this region, ciao and servus are the proper ways of saying "good 
bye." Therefore, until you become familiar with every region's way of saying good 
bye, use the polite forms, since they can be used with anyone.
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ROMANIAN

1. Mă scuzați.

2. Scuzați-mă.

3. Îmi cer scuze.

4. Scuze.

5. Scuzați.

6. Îmi cer iertare.

ENGLISH

1. Excuse me.

2. Excuse me.

3. I'm very sorry.(Literally, I ask excuses.)

4. Sorry.

5. Sorry.

6. I'm very sorry.(Literally, I ask forgiveness.)

VOCABULARY

Romanian English Class

îmi I pronoun
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a scuza to excuse verb

a cere to ask verb

iertare forgivness noun

scuză apology noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Îmi cer scuze 
"I am sorry."

Mă scuzaț i. 
"I am sorry."

Cer. 
"(I) ask."

Îmi cer iertare. 
"I ask forgiveness."

Scuze. 
"Pardon."

GRAMMAR

One of the most common ways of saying "Excuse me" or "Pardon me," in Romanian 
is Mă scuzați.

This expression can be used when you want to get someone's attention, before 
asking a question to a stranger, such as asking for directions, or when you try to 
work your way through a crowd. Just say mă scuzați! And simply by changing the 
order of the words in this expression, we get another common form of 
apologizing, scuzați-mă, which can be used in the same circumstances.

If you want to be even more apologetic, or if you've done something worse than 
just bumping into someone, you can say "I'm very sorry." That's Îmi cer scuze. 
Literally, this phrase means "I ask apologies."

Let's break it down:

1. îmi, is a form of the pronoun "eu" which means "I," and it has no literal 
translation in English.
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2. cer, is a conjugated verb, literally translated as "ask."

3. scuze means "excuses."

Once more:

Îmi cer scuze.

There are also two short versions of apologizing: Scuze and Scuzați. Both of 
them are equivalent to the English "sorry."

Both of them are polite, yet they are used for minor apologies.

Literally, scuze means "excuses" and Scuzați means "excuse (me)."

Îmi cer iertare is another way to say you are very sorry. It is used only for big 
apologies.

Let's break it down:

1. We have already explained the meaning of îmi cer in this lesson.

2. iertare means "forgiveness."

Once more:

Îmi cer iertare.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 

 

No matter how simple it may be, an "excuse me" is always polite. Yet you need to 
know that the short version scuze is the most familiar among all of these options. 
When speaking with people that you are not close with or who are older than you, 
Scuzați-mă and mă scuzați are proper ways of excusing yourself. The 
expressions Îmi cer scuze, Îmi cer iertare can be used anywhere, with anyone, 
without paying attention to the person's age or profession.
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ROMANIAN

1. Vorbiți engleza?

2. Vorbeşti engleza?

3. Vorbeşti franceza?

4. Vorbeşti germana?

5. Da, vorbesc engleza.

6. Nu, nu vorbesc engleza.

ENGLISH

1. Do you speak English?(formal)

2. Do you speak English?(informal)

3. Do you speak French?(informal)

4. Do you speak German?(informal)

5. Yes, I speak English.

6. No, I don't speak English .

VOCABULARY

Romanian English Class

a cunoaște to know verb
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a vorbi to speak, to talk verb

engleză English noun

franceză French noun

germană German noun

da yes adverb

nu no adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Cunosc engleza. 
"(I) know English."

El a vorbit despre noul său 
proiect. 
"He talked about his new 
project."

Vă rog nu vorbiț i prea tare în 
această cameră. 
"Please don't speak too loud in 
this room."

Nu  vorbi! 
"Do not  talk!"

Vorbesc engleza. 
"(I) speak English."

Manualul de utilizare este în 
engleză. 
"The instruction manual is in 
English."

Vorbiț i engleza? 
"Do you speak English?"

Bucătăria f ranceză este foarte 
sofisticată. 
"French cuisine is very 
sophisticated."

Vorbiț i f ranceza? 
"Do you speak French?"

Toț i prietenii mei iau lecț ii de 
germană. 
"All my friends are taking 
German lessons."
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Cunosc germana. 
"(I) know German."

Da, o să o sun mâine. 
"Yes, I will call her tomorrow."

Da, se fumează. 
"Smoking is allowed."

Da, cunosc. 
"Yes, (I) know."

Nu, nu avem nevoie de ajutorul 
tău. 
"No, we don't need your help."

Nu, nu se fumează. 
"Smoking is not allowed."

Nu înțeleg româna. 
"(I) don't understand Romanian."

Nu, nu vorbesc germana. 
"No, (I) do not speak German."

GRAMMAR

In Romanian, "Do you speak English?" is Vorbiți engleza? 

Let's break it down:

1. Vorbiți is a form of the verb a vorbi which in English is translated as "to 
speak" or "to talk."

2. The word "English" is engleza.

Once more:

Vorbiți engleza?

This phrase is formal. Use it with people that you don't know or with people who 
are older than you.

To young people, of course, you can feel free to use the informal version. You can 
say: Vorbeşti engleza?

As you may have noticed, the difference between the two expressions Vorbiţi 
engleza? and Vorbeşti engleza? is small, but you have to pay attention because 
it completely changes the formality level.
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Now for a change, let's try different languages that are frequently taught in 
Romanian schools.

"Do you speak French?" is Vorbești franceza?

The word for "French" is franceza.

Now let's try with German. Vorbești germana?

The word germana means "German."

When you ask the question "Do you speak English" in Romanian, there is a big 
possibility that you will get the answer in Romanian.

Here are few ways of answering this question.

Da, vorbesc engleza. "Yes, I speak English"

Let's break it down:

1. da, means "yes."

2. vorbesc is a conjugated form of the verb translated in English as "to speak."

3. engleza, which means English

This phrase could be made shorter, just by saying "Yes": Da.

If the answer is negative, Romanian people could say "No, I don't speak English":

Nu, nu vorbesc engleza.

Let's break it down:

1. nu means "no." 

2. nu vorbesc means "don't speak."

3. engleza means "English."

Sometimes, people will answer only with "no," which in Romanian is: Nu.

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick Tip 1
 

The number of English speakers in Romania is quite large, especially among the 
younger generation. Romanians are aware of the difficult language they speak, so 
around foreign people they make an effort to speak English. But nothing is more 
helpful than knowing the actual language, so keep studying the survival phrases!

Quick Tip 2
 

The top five foreign languages taught in Romania are English, French, German, 
Italian, and Spanish.

Usually, university students are able to answer back in one of those languages. 
When it comes to speaking to a foreigner, English is usual the spoken language.
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ROMANIAN

1. Nu înțeleg.

2. Nu înțeleg româna.

3. Nu vorbesc româna.

ENGLISH

1. I don’t understand.

2. I don’t understand Romanian.

3. I don’t speak Romanian.

VOCABULARY

Romanian English Class

a înțelege to understand verb

română Romanian noun

a vorbi to speak, to talk verb

a nu vorbi to not speak verb

a nu înțelege to not understand verb

nu no adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Înțeleg. 
"I understand."

Prietenul meu vorbește româna 
foarte  bine. 
"My friend speaks Romanian 
very well."

Înțeleg româna. 
"(I) undersand Romanian."

El a vorbit despre noul său 
proiect. 
"He talked about his new 
project."

Vă rog nu vorbiț i prea tare în 
această cameră. 
"Please don't speak too loud in 
this room."

Nu  vorbi! 
"Do not  talk!"

Vorbesc engleza. 
"(I) speak English."

Nu vorbesc româna. 
"(I) don't speak Romanian."

Nu înțeleg româna. 
"(I) don't understand Romanian."

Nu, nu avem nevoie de ajutorul 
tău. 
"No, we don't need your help."

Nu, nu se fumează. 
"Smoking is not allowed."

Nu înțeleg româna. 
"(I) don't understand Romanian."

Nu, nu vorbesc germana. 
"No, (I) do not speak German."

GRAMMAR

In Romanian, "I don't understand" is Nu înțeleg.

Basic knowledge of the Romanian language may be one reason that you don't 
understand something. In this case, say Nu înțeleg româna. This expression is 
translated in English as "I don't understand Romanian."
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Let's break it down:

1. nu means "no"

2. înțeleg, a conjugated form of the verb translated as "to understand."

3. româna means "the Romanian"

Once again:

Nu înțeleg româna.

Another option is to tell someone, "I don't speak Romanian." Nu vorbesc româna.

Let's break it down:

1. We already explained the first word nu.

2. This is followed by vorbesc, which is a form of the Romanian verb translated 
as "to speak."

3. Next we have româna, the word for "the Romanian."

Once again:

Nu vorbesc româna.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 

 

Don't be afraid to say Nu înțeleg. Romanian people will do their best to make 
themselves understood. Also, do not forget about the question "do you speak 
English?" which in Romanian is vorbiți engleza? This will really help you communicate 
with Romanians.
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ROMANIAN

1. Repetați, vă rog.

2. Repetă, te rog.

3. Mai spuneți o dată, vă rog.

4. Mai spune o dată, te rog.

5. Vorbiți mai rar, vă rog.

6. Vorbește mai rar, te rog.

ENGLISH

1. Repeat, please.(formal)

2. Repeat, please.(informal)

3. Say again, please.(formal)

4. Say again, please.(informal)

5. Slow down your speech, please.(formal)

6. Slow down your speech, please.(informal)

VOCABULARY

Romanian English Class

a repeta to repeat verb
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a vorbi to speak, to talk verb

a ruga to ask, to pray verb

a spune to say verb

mai rar slowly expression

o dată one date, one time expression

o one
numeral,adjective, 
article, interjection

rar rare adjective

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Repetă! 
"Repeat!"

El a vorbit despre noul său 
proiect. 
"He talked about his new 
project."

Vă rog nu vorbiț i prea tare în 
această cameră. 
"Please don't speak too loud in 
this room."

Nu  vorbi! 
"Do not  talk!"

Vorbesc engleza. 
"(I) speak English."

Te rog mult. 
"(I) ask you a lot."

Spuneț i, vă rog. 
"Tell (me) please."

Mai rar, vă rog. 
"More slowly, please."

Mai spune o dată. 
"Say one more t ime."

O femeie. 
"One woman."

O zi. 
"One day."

GRAMMAR
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In Romanian, "Repeat, please!" is Repetați, vă rog!

Let's break it down:

1. repetați is translated as "repeat."

2. After this comes an expression that we've mentioned before, meaning 
"please." Vă rog.

Once more:

Repetați vă rog!

If you want to address someone informally, just change the last syllable of the 
word repetați and swap vă with te.

Now the phrase becomes Repetă te rog!

You can also say "Say it again, please.": Mai spuneți o dată vă rog.

Let's break it down:

1. mai, can be translated as "more"or "again."

2. spuneți, a form of the verb that means "to tell" or "to say."

3. After this comes o dată. Literally translated, o means "one" and dată means 
"date."But in this sentence, the English equivalent is "one time."

4. And last we have the expression vă rog meaning "please." Remember that 
the word vă rog is a form of the verb that in English means "to pray" or "to 
ask."

Once more:

Mai spuneți o dată vă rog.

If we change the last syllable of the word spuneți and we replace vă with te, the 
sentence becomes informal. Mai spune o dată te rog.

When the reason for not understanding is the speed, you may want to say "Slow 
down your speech, please." In Romanian: Vorbiți mai rar, vă rog.

Let's break it down:

1. vorbiți, is a form of the verb that means "to talk."
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2. Next we have mai rar, mai means "again" or "more" and rar means "rare." 
The two words put together mean "slowly."

3. Finally we have vă rog.

Once more:

Vorbiți mai rar vă rog.

Now let's make it informal by replacing vă with te and by changing the last syllable 
of the verb vorbiți: Vorbește mai rar te rog.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1
 

If you happen to be lost, you can always stop somebody in the streets. It's a good 
idea to stop in stores, restaurants or cafés nearby and ask the workers for 
directions, since they tend to be familiar with the neighborhood and are 
accustomed to dealing with tourist. Another good thing to do if you're having a hard 
time recalling your phrases is to try to speak to younger people. There is a good 
chance they will be able to speak English. If you decide to hold a conversation in 
Romanian and find yourself not understanding some parts, simply say repetați vă 
rog.

Quick Tip 2
 

If you want to be more polite and a little bit less direct, just put the expression for 
"please," vă rog, at the beginning of your sentence, since in Romanian there is no 
rule about where to put "please." You can add it at the beginning or at the end—
both are grammatically correct.

In cases like this, to make your Romanian more fluent, add the word să meaning 
"to" immediately after vă rog. For example:

1. Vă rog să repetați.  
"Please, repeat."

2. Vă rog să mai spuneți o dată.  
"Please, say it again."
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3. Vă rog să vorbiți mai rar. 
"Please, talk slowly."
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ROMANIAN

1. Unde este baia?

2. Unde este toaleta?

3. Unde este toaleta femeilor?

4. Unde este toaleta bărbaților?

5. Femei.

6. Bărbați.

7. Unde este cea mai apropiată toaletă?

ENGLISH

1. Where is the bathroom?

2. Where is the toilet?

3. Where is the ladies' room?

4. Where is the men's room?

5. Women

6. Men

7. Where is the nearest toilet?

VOCABULARY
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Romanian English Class

a fi to be verb

toaletă toilet noun

baie bathroom noun

femeie woman noun

bărbat man noun

bărbaților men's expression

femeilor women's expression

unde where conjunction, adverb

este (he/she) is verb

cea mai apropiată the nearest expression

SAMPLE SENTENCES

A fi bărbat. 
"To be a man."

Toaleta femeilor. 
"Ladies' room."

Unde este baia în acest 
restaurant? 
"Where is the bathroom in this 
restaurant?"

Unde este baia? 
"Where is the bathroom?"

O femeie bea cafeaua. 
"A woman is drinking coffee."

O femeie. 
"One woman."

Bărbat f rumos. 
"Beautiful man."

Toaleta bărbaț ilor. 
"Men's room."

Toaleta femeilor. 
"Ladies' room."

Unde este cămașa mea roșie? 
"Where is my red shirt?"
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Unde este toaleta? 
"Where is the toilet?"

Este f rumos. 
"(It) is beautiful."

Cea mai apropiată toaletă. 
"The closest toilet."

GRAMMAR

In Romanian, "Where is the bathroom?" is: Unde este baia? Most of the time, this 
expression is used when you are invited to someone's home.

Let's break it down:

1. unde means "where."

2. este is a present form of the verb "to be."

3. baia, means "the bathroom."

Once more:

Unde este baia?

Another phrase that Romanians use is "Where is the toilet?," Unde este toaleta? 
This is the equivalent to Unde este baia? but is used more in public places like 
restaurants, theaters, and shopping centers.

Let's break it down:

1. unde means "where"

2.  este, is a present form of the verb "to be."

3. toaleta which means "the toilet."

Once more:

Unde este toaleta?
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If you are looking for the ladies' room, just take the phrase we just learned Unde 
este toaleta? and add the word femeilor at the end. It will sound like this: Unde 
este toaleta femeilor? 

Femeilor can be translated as "ladies'." It is formed by adding lor at the end of the 
word femei which in Romanian means "women."

If you are looking for the men's room, just replace the word femeilor meaning 
"ladies'" with barbaților meaning "men's." Unde este toaleta bărbaților?

Bărbatilor means "men's."

There might be restrooms in Romania where words are written on the doors. In this 
case, all you have to do is read the words. Let's learn them.

As we've learned already, the word for "women" is Femei.

And for "men," you will see Bărbați.

In Romanian it may not always be simple to find a toilet. If you are on the street, for 
example, you will definitely want to ask: "Where is the nearest toilet?" In Romanian, 
that is translated as: Unde este cea mai apropiată toaletă? 
 

The new words in this sentence are cea mai apropiată, which all together are 
translated in English as "the nearest."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1
 

We already covered the apology words and expressions in a previous lesson. 
Before asking where the toilet is, it is appropriate to say "excuse me." In a situation 
like this, the ways to say "excuse me" are Mă scuzați or Imi cer scuze. After that, 
ask Unde este toaleta? or Unde este cea mai apropiată toaletă?"

Quick Tip 2 

 

In Romania the best and quickest solution for finding a bathroom is to stop by at the 
nearest café or restaurant. Understandably, you will have to order or buy 
something, since it is impolite to stop by only to use the bathroom. The secondary 
solution is to use the public bathrooms, but these may be harder to find.
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ROMANIAN

1. Bine ați venit.

2. Poftiți.

3. Câte persoane sunteți?

4. Suntem două persoane.

5. Sunt doar eu.

ENGLISH

1. Welcome.

2. Welcome.

3. How many people are you?

4. We are two people.

5. (I am) only me.

VOCABULARY

Romanian English Class

bine well, good adverb

a veni to come verb

poftiți welcome expression

suntem (we) are verb
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sunt (I) am verb

câte how many
pronoun, adverb, 

preposition

persoană person noun

două two numeral

doar eu only me expression

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Bine aț i venit. 
"Welcome."

Aț i venit. 
"(You) came."

Poftiț i, vă rog. 
"Welcome, please. (Enter, 
please)"

Suntem două persoane. 
"(We) are two persons."

Sunt două. 
"(We) are two."

Câte persoane? 
"How many people?"

O persoană. 
"One person."

Două persoane. 
"Two people."

Suntem două persoane. 
"(We) are two persons."

Sunt doar eu. 
"Only me."

GRAMMAR

When entering a Romanian restaurant, you will be greeted with Bine ați venit, 
which is translated as "welcome."

1. bine means "well."

2.  "ați venit" is a past tense form of the verb that means "to come."
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You may also be greeted with Poftiți which means "welcome" but in English it can 
also be translated as "enter."

When you enter a restaurant, a waiter or waitress will come and greet you and 
often ask you the question "How many people are you?" In Romanian, this is Câte 
persoane sunteți? 

Let's break it down:

1. câte means "how many?"

2. persoane, which means "persons" or "people."

3. sunteți is a present form of the verb a fi translated in English as "to be."

Once more:

Câte persoane sunteți?

Now let's learn to answer.

You might tell the waiter or waitress: Suntem două persoane which in English 
means "We are two people."

Let's break it down:

1. suntem is a form of the verb translated as "to be."

2. două, the feminine form of number two.

3. persoane means "persons."

Once again:

Suntem două persoane.

Let's take a look at some of the numbers you might need, from two to five:

- 2, două

- 3, trei

- 4, patru

- 5, cinci
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If you are just one person, say Sunt doar eu. Because in Romanian the subject is 
not always necessary in the sentence, the literal translation is "am only me," but 
that definitely sounds weird in English. So we will translate it as "only me" or "just 
me."

Let's break it down:

1. sunt, is a form of the verb that means "to be."

2. doar eu which is translated as "only me."

Once more:

Sunt doar eu.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1
 

Eating tasty food is always a great pleasure. Romanian cuisine is a blend between 
oriental and occidental tastes. It sounds tempting, doesn't it? Usually when you go 
to a restaurant, you will be greeted by a waiter or waitress. If you answer back in 
English there is a possibility that they will reply in English. But, since you just 
learned some survival phrases, you should feel free to use them!

Quick Tip 2
 

The word for restaurant is restaurant, written the same but pronounced differently. 
In Romanian there are many places that serve food and in general we can divide 
them in two: formal restaurants and small informal restaurants that are also called 
bistrouri (from the French word bistro). You can also eat fast food at a fast food 
restaurant, or Italian pizza in a place called Pizzerie. There are also places where 
you can drink coffee called cafénea. The place for tea is Ceainarie and for other 
types of drinks, just like you are familiar with, the place is called a Bar. Even though 
the name of the place might be for a specific drink, you will also find other types of 
beverages.
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ROMANIAN

1. Aș dori să fac o rezervare.

2. Aș dori să fac o rezervare pentru diseară.

3. Pentru câte persoane?

4. Pentru două persoane.

5. La ce oră?

6. La ora opt, vă rog.

ENGLISH

1. I would like to make a reservation.

2. I would like to make a reservation for tonight.

3. For how many people?

4. For three people.

5. For what time?

6. For eight o’clock, please.

VOCABULARY

Romanian English Class

a dori to wish verb
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a face to do verb

rezervare reservation noun, expression

câte how many
pronoun, adverb, 

preposition

pentru for preposition, adverb

persoană person noun

oră hour noun

la at preposition

ce what

pronoun, adverb, 
adjective, interjection, 
interrogative pronoun, 
interrogative pronoun

vă rog please expression

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Doresc. 
"I want."

Cred că faci o trebă 
extraordinară cu interviurile 
tale. 
"I think you are doing a great 
job with your interviews. "

Doresc să fac. 
"I want to make."

Noi ne-am făcut rezervarea cu  
aproape două luni înainte. 
"We made our reservation 
almost two months earlier. "

Doresc să fac o rezervare. 
"I want to make a reservation."

Câte persoane? 
"How many people?"

Pentru o persoană. 
"For one person."

Pentru puţ in. 
"For nothing."
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O persoană. 
"One person."

Două persoane. 
"Two people."

O oră. 
"One hour."

La ce oră? 
"What t ime?"

La Simona. 
"At Simona."

Ce fel de f ructe ai folosit 
pentru acest cocteil? 
"What kind of fruits did you use 
for this cocktail? "

Ce vrei să mănânci: pizza sau 
spaghete? 
"What do you want to eat: pizza 
or spagetti?"

Despre ce vorbești? 
"What are you talking about?"

La ce oră? 
"What t ime?"

Îmi poţ i aduce o cafea, te rog? 
"Can you bring me a coffee, 
please?"

Vă rog mult. 
"I ask you a lot."

GRAMMAR

Normally you will make a phone call to reserve a table. You would say "I would like 
to make a reservation for tonight". Aș dori să fac o rezervare pentru diseară. 

Let's break it down:

1. aș dori are translated as "I would like". Literally, they mean "would like." In 
Romanian, the subject is not necessary in this sentence.

2. să fac, which are translated in English as "to do"or "to make". 
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3.  Now the thing we want to make, which is rezervare, and clearly this means 
"reservation." O rezervare is translated as "a reservation".

4. pentru means "for."

5. diseară means "tonight."

Once more:

Aș dori să fac o rezervare pentru diseară.

Normally you'll be asked "For how many people?" and "What time would you like a 
table?"

"For how many people?" in Romanian is: Pentru câte persoane?

Let's say you want to reserve a table for three . You'll answer: "For three people, 
please." Pentru trei persoane, vă rog.

Let's break it down:

1. pentru, which means "for."

2. trei, which means "three."

3. persoane means "people" or "persons."

4. vă rog, which you know means "please."

Once more:

Pentru trei persoane, vă rog.

Finally, they will ask you the time of your reservation. La ce oră?

Let's say you want to reserve a table at eight o'clock. You will say "At eight o'clock, 
please." In Romanian that is: La ora opt vă rog.

Let's break it down:

1. la, which means "at."

2. ora, which means "hour."
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3. opt, which means "eight."

4. last we have vă rog.

Once more:

La ora opt vă rog.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1
 

Romania is one of the biggest and oldest wine producers in Europe. If you drink 
alcohol, you don't want to miss tasting Romanian wines. You will find a list of 
alcoholic beverages in most menus. If you are surrounded by Romanian friends, 
you will be expected to drink with them. Not drinking is sometimes taken as an 
insult, especially when the people who invited you bought the drink. If you don't 
drink alcohol, do not worry, you will learn how to refuse later on.

Quick Tip 2
 

Take in consideration that restaurants close usually at 10:00 p.m., with the last 
order being taken at 09:30 p.m. Bars are usually open until 01:00 a.m. or 02:00 
a.m. during the workdays and on the weekend until 03:00 a.m. or 04:00 a.m. Clubs 
and discos close at 05:00 a.m.
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ROMANIAN

1. Mă scuzați, se fumează aici?

2. Da se fumează.

3. Nu, nu se fumează.

4. Aveți mese pentru nefumători?

5. Da avem.

6. Nu, nu avem.

7. Ne cerem scuze, nu avem

ENGLISH

1. Excuse me, is smoking allowed here?

2. Yes, smoking is allowed.

3. No, smoking is not allowed.

4. Do you have tables for non-smokers?

5. Yes, we do.
(Literally:

Yes, we have.)

6. No, we don't.
(Literally:

No, we don't have.)

7. We are sorry. We don't have.

VOCABULARY
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Romanian English Class

nefumători non-smokers noun

nu avem we don't have phrase

a scuza to excuse verb

a fuma to smoke verb

a avea to have verb

nu no adverb

da yes adverb

masă table noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Suntem nefumători. 
"We are non-smokers."

Nu avem mese pentru 
nefumători. 
"We don't have tables for non-
smokers."

Mă scuzaț i. 
"I am sorry."

Nu se fumează. 
"Smoking is not allowed."

Aveț i o masă? 
"Do you have a table?"

Nu, nu avem nevoie de ajutorul 
tău. 
"No, we don't need your help."

Nu, nu se fumează. 
"Smoking is not allowed."

Nu înțeleg româna. 
"(I) don't understand Romanian."

Nu, nu vorbesc germana. 
"No, (I) do not speak German."

Da, o să o sun mâine. 
"Yes, I will call her tomorrow."

Da, se fumează. 
"Smoking is allowed."

Da, cunosc. 
"Yes, (I) know."
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O masă. 
"One table."

GRAMMAR

First we will imagine that you are a smoker. Before entering a restaurant, you need 
to ask, "Excuse me, is smoking allowed here?": Mă scuzați, se fumează aici? 

Let's break it down:

1. Mă scuzați, as we have seen, means "Excuse me."

2. se fumează, which is translated as "to smoke."

3. aici means "here."

Once more:

Mă scuzați, se fumează aici?

The answer to this question is simple: Da se fumează meaning "Yes, smoking is 
allowed" or Nu, nu se fumează meaning "No, smoking is not allowed."

Now let's imagine you don't smoke. In this case, when you get to the restaurant, 
you should ask: "Do you have tables for non-smokers?" Aveți mese pentru 
nefumători?

Let's break it down:

1. Aveți is a form of the verb which means "to have."

2. Mese means "tables."

3. Pentru means "for."

4. nefumători is translated as "non smokers."

Once more at natural speed:

Aveți mese pentru nefumători?
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Now let's go over the possible answers to this question. If it's a positive answer, 
you might hear

Da avem and if the answer is negative, you might hear Nu, nu avem.

In these expressions:

Da means "yes"

Nu means "no" and

Avem is a conjugated form of the verb a avea translated as "to have."

Let's see the expressions again:

- Da avem. "Yes, we do." (Literally: Yes, we have.)

- Nu, nu avem. "No, we don't." (Literally: No, we don't have.)

When the answer is negative, you will also hear "we are sorry" attached to nu 
avem. The phrase will sound like this: Ne cerem scuze, nu avem.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1
 

Romania is an EU country, so smoking is forbidden in public locations. Even so, the 
non-smoking policies are not respected everywhere especially in the nightclub 
areas, restaurants and bars, so if you don't smoke you might feel uncomfortable in 
those places. Smoking in Romania is a national problem, especially among the 
young generation.The latest statistics show that one quarter of the Romanian 
population smokes.

Quick Tip 2
 

If you don't smoke, remember to ask Aveți mese pentru nefumători? the phrase 
for "do you have tables for non-smokers?" That will definitely be helpful. However, 
there is no guarantee that you will not notice the smoke, because among 
restaurant clients the number of smokers is big, especially during the weekend or 
at the night. So try to avoid those periods of time. A solution for non-smokers on 
the weekends is home delivery.
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ROMANIAN

1. Un meniu vă rog.

2. Doriți ceva de băut?

3. Vin alb și cârnăciori  vă rog.

ENGLISH

1. Can I have a menu, please?

2. What would you like to drink?

3. White wine and cârnăciori please.

VOCABULARY

Romanian English Class

meniu menu noun

un one numeral

alb white adjective, noun

roșu red adjective, noun

ceva something
pronoun, adjective, 

adverb

de of, for conjunction

a bea to drink verb

apă water noun

vin wine noun

de băut for drink expression

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Ce este în meniul de azi? 
"What's on the menu today?"

Un meniu. 
"One menu."

Un vin alb. 
"One white wine."

Albul este de departe culoarea 
mea favorită. 
"White is by far my favorite 
color."

Vin alb, vă rog. 
"White wine, please."

În caz de urgență apăsaț i 
butonul roșu. 
"In case of emergency, press 
the red button."

Vin roșu, vă rog. 
"Red wine, please."

Ceva de băut? 
"(Do you what) something to 
drink?"

De băut. 
"To drink."

A bea apă. 
"To drink water."

Apă, vă rog. 
"Water please."

Vin roșu. 
"Red wine."

Doriț i ceva de băut? 
"Do you want something to drink?

GRAMMAR

Normally you have to catch the waiter's attention, perhaps by raising your right 
hand a bit. Then you'll ask for a menu using Un meniu vă rog. 

Let's break it down:

1. un is the masculine form for "one."
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2. meniu means "menu."

3. vă rog means "please."

Once more:

Un meniu vă rog.

In most cases, the waiter or waitress will begin by asking what you'd like to drink: 
Doriți ceva de băut?     

Let's break it down:

1. doriți is a form of the verb a dori which in English means "to wish."

2. ceva means "something."

3.  de băut means "for drink."

Once more:

Doriți ceva de băut?

Now let's take a look at some typical beverages a Romanian might have:

- Apă ("water")

- Bere ("beer")

- Vin alb ("white wine")

- Vin roșu ("red wine")

- Cola ("cola")

Once you have looked at the menu, you can finally call the waiter for the order.

Now let's take a look at some good dishes you can find on a typical Romanian 
menu. They are very common, and you should not miss them if you come to 
Romania.

- Sarmale ("stuffed cabbage rolls")

- Mici ("Grilled minced-meat rolls")
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- Cârnăciori ("Traditional homemade sausage")

When you order, you can just say the name of the dish you want and add vă rog, 
which means "please."

Let's say you want to order white wine and cârnăciori. You would say this to the 
waiter: Vin alb și cârnăciori vă rog.

* In this sentence the word și means "and."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1
 

Romanian cuisine is meat based, but vegetables are a very important part of most 
meals as well, and they are usually eaten as salads. The meat and vegetables are 
prepared in various ways, mixed or separately, most of the time with some sort of 
seasoning. The most common spice is pepper. You will find it almost everywhere, 
even on the table in a pepper jar.

Quick Tip 2 
 

If you go out to a dinner with Romanian people then each of you will most likely pay 
your own bill. But this is not a rule, as there may be cases when the others won't 
let you pay. First you have to refuse, since this will be seen as a courtesy, and if 
the person insists, accept it.

If you are invited to a birthday party at a restaurant, do not worry about the bill, but 
do not forget to bring a present.

Quick Tip 3 
 

As we mentioned before, Romanian cuisine is a blend between oriental and 
occidental tastes. You might have a hard time choosing something to eat from all 
the options available.

On the menu, you'll generally find Gustări reci ("cold snacks"), Gustări calde ("warm 
snacks"), supe, supe creme, ciorbe ("soups," "creams" and "sour soups"), paste, 
spaghete ("pasta," "spaghetti "); then you will have meat plates: chicken, pork, 
beef, fish, and lamb. All of these usually have different sections in the menu 
followed by salate ("salads"), desert (dessert) and băuturi (drinks).
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ROMANIAN

1. Doriți să mai comandați ceva?

2. Nu, mulțumesc.

3. Nota de plată vă rog.

ENGLISH

1. Would you like anything else?

2. No, thank you.

3. Check, please.

VOCABULARY

Romanian English Class

să mai comandați to order again expression

a dori to wish verb

a comanda to order verb

ceva something
pronoun, adjective, 

adverb

a mulţumi to thank verb

nu no adverb

nota de plată the check, the bill expression

vă rog please expression

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Doriț i să mai comandaț i ceva? 
"Do you want to order 
something else?"

Doresc. 
"I want."

Te rog nu comanda lucruri de 
care nu ai nevoie. 
Please don't order stuff that 
you don't need.

Toț i am comandat același 
meniu la restaurant. 
"All of us ordered the same 
menu at the restaurant."

Putem să comandăm online? 
"Can we order online?"

Doriț i să comandaț i? 
"Do you want to order?"

Ceva de băut? 
"(Do you want) something to 
drink?"

Mulţumesc, Diana! 
"Thank you, Diana!"

Nu, nu avem nevoie de ajutorul 
tău. 
"No, we don't need your help."

Nu, nu se fumează. 
"Smoking is not allowed."

Nu înțeleg româna. 
"(I) don't understand Romanian."

Nu, nu vorbesc germana. 
"No, (I) do not speak German."

Nota de plată, vă rog. 
"The check please."

Îmi poţ i aduce o cafea, te rog? 
"Can you bring me a coffee, 
please?"

Vă rog mult. 
"I ask you a lot."

GRAMMAR

Normally, when the waiter sees that you have finished, he or she will come to your 
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table and politely ask, "Would you like anything else?" In Romanian, this is Doriți să 
mai comandați ceva?

Let's break that down:

1. doriți is a form of the verb which in English is translated as "to wish."

2. Să mai comandați can be translated as "to order again."

3. ceva means "something."

Once again:

Doriți să mai comandați ceva?

If you don't want to order anything else, say Nu, mulțumesc.

You may recall that nu means "no" and mulțumesc means "thank you."

When you're ready to leave, you'll want to ask for the check. In Romanian, "Check, 
please!" is Nota de plată vă rog. 

Let's break it down:

1. Nota de plată literally means "the note of payment," but is translated in 
English as "the check."

2. After that we have vă rog, an expression that you are already acquainted 
with.

Once more:

Nota de plată vă rog.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1
 

Romanian people usually leave the restaurant after paying. Sitting longer means 
you want to order something else.

Quick Tip 2
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In Romania, leaving tips is not compulsory. You can leave a tip when you are 
satisfied with your meal and service. Of course, the staff will appreciate the 
gesture very much.
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ROMANIAN

1. O femeie.

2. Un bărbat

3. Două sticle de vin vă rog.

4. Un cozonac vă rog.

ENGLISH

1. One woman.

2. One man.

3. Two bottles of wine, please.

4. One sweet bread, please.

VOCABULARY

Romanian English Class

unu one numeral, cardinal number

zece ten numeral, cardinal number

nouă nine numeral, cardinal number

opt eight numeral, cardinal number

șapte seven numeral, cardinal number

șase six numeral, cardinal number

cinci five numeral, cardinal number
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patru four numeral, cardinal number

trei three numeral, cardinal number

doi two numeral, cardinal number

zero zero numeral

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Am un euro. 
"I have one euro."

Unu, doi, trei! 
"One, two, three!"

Am zece ani. 
"I am ten years old."

Ea a facut o rezervare pentru  
zece persoane. 
"She made a reservation for ten 
people."

Ai venit la ora zece. 
"You came at 10 o'clock."

Mergeţ i la camera nouă. 
"Go to room number nine."

Cartea aceasta este nouă 
dolari. 
"This book is nine dollars."

Este  ora opt, e timpul sa încep 
lucrul. 
"It  is eight o'clock; it  is t ime to 
start working."

Suntem opt persoane. 
"We are 8 people."

Săptămăna are şapte zile. 
"The week has seven days."

Anul acesta noi avem doar 
șapte zile libere. 
"This year we have only seven 
days off."

Aş dori şase banane. 
"I'd like six bananas."
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Un kilogram de mere este 6 
(șase) euro. 
"A kilogram of apples is six 
euro."

Am cinci maşini! 
"I have five cars!"

Eu lucrez cinci ore în fiecare zi. 
"I work five hours every day."

Sunt patru pahare pe masă. 
"There are four glasses on the 
table."

Doriț i să rezervaț i 4 (patru) 
mese? 
"Do you want make a 
reservation for 4 (four) tables?"

Are trei ani. 
"He is three years old."

Trei bărbaț i. 
"Three men."

Am doi f raţ i. 
"I have two brothers."

Doar doi studenț i au promovat 
examenul. 
"Only two students passed the 
exam."

Doi bărbaț i. 
"Two men."

Ieri noaptea au fost zero grade celsius. 
"Last night, it  was zero degrees centigrade."

GRAMMAR

In this lesson we're going to cover counting from zero to ten.

- 0, Zero

- 1, Unu. If the thing you're counting is feminine, you say: Una.

- 2, Doi. If the thing you're counting is feminine, say: Două

- 3, Trei
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- 4, Patru 

- 5, Cinci

- 6, Şase

- 7, Şapte

- 8, Opt

- 9, Nouă

- 10, Zece

The words for number one are unu if the thing you're counting is masculine, and 
una if the thing you're counting is a feminine one. Romanians also use other words 
for expressing the number one. They are O and Un.

O is used for feminine items and Un for masculine items.

These two short words are literally translated in English as "a" or "an," and they will 
show the singular nature of the thing that you want to count. In this lesson, we will 
learn how to do that.

Let's see the words again:

O 

Un

Now let's see some examples "one woman" in Romanian will be: O femeie, and 
"one man": Un bărbat.

Now let's see the translation for "two women." Because the word "women" is 
feminine, we will use două to count. Două femei. Two men will be Doi bărbați.

Now an example with the number three.

Three women is: Trei femei. Three men will be: Trei bărbați.

Note that the gender changes only when the numbers one and two are used.

Let's see the counting for feminine words again.

O femeie.

Două femei.

Trei femei.
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Now for masculine:

Un bărbat.

Doi bărbaţi.

Trei bărbaţi.

Numbers are extremely useful, especially when you're shopping.

Now let's imagine you want to buy two bottles of wine. You will say "Two bottles of 
wine, please," which is Două sticle de vin vă rog.

Let's break it down:

1. Două, as you already know, is the feminine form for the number "two."

2. Sticle means "bottles."

3. De means "of"and vin, as you may remember from our previous lessons, 
means "wine."

4. vă rog at the end, means "please."

The whole request, then, is

Două sticle de vin vă rog.

Now let's imagine you are buying one delicious sweet bread. The sweet bread is 
called cozonac. The phrase will sound like this: Un cozonac vă rog. 

The English translation will be: "One sweet bread please."

Let's break it down:

1. un means "one."

2. cozonac means "sweet bread."

3. At the end is vă rog, which means "please."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1
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When you come to Romania you definitely must taste the cozonac, a sweet 
traditional Romanian bread which is made from milk, butter, sugar, eggs and of 
course flour. Depending on the region, other ingredients may be added, like nuts, 
ground poppy seeds, cocoa powder, rum essence, vanilla, raisins, and others. 
Romanians usually eat cozonac at Christmas and Easter.

Quick Tip 2
 

Another traditional thing that you should try is the wine; this is a must on the holiday 
table. Romanians also like to prepare mulled wine, a hot winter beverage. The wine 
is boiled together with spices. Vanilla, orange, cinnamon and clove are the most 
common. You may not like mulled wine, but there are many chances for you to 
enjoy traditional Romanian dishes with a glass of wine.
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ROMANIAN

1. Am cincisprezece euro.

2. Am cincizeci şi trei de euro.

ENGLISH

1. I have fifty euros.

2. I have fifty-three euros

VOCABULARY

Romanian English Class

Am I have verb, conjugated

cinci sute treizeci 530 numeral

o sută optzeci 180 numeral

o sută 100 numeral

cincizeci 50, fifty numeral, cardinal number

treizeci 30, thirty numeral, cardinal number

douăzeci 20 numeral

optsprezece 18 numeral

șaisprezece 16 numeral

doisprezece 12 numeral

unsprezece 11 numeral

o mie 1000, one thousand numeral

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Am două surori și un f rate. 
"I have two sisters and one 
brother."

Am multe întrebări referitoare 
la noul meu serviciu. 
"I have a lot of questions about  
my new job."

Am 530 de lei(Romanian 
currency). 
"I have 530 lei."

În acest autobuz exista 
cincizeci de locuri disponibile. 
“There are fifty available seats 
on this bus.”

Am 50 de euro. 
"I have 50 euro."

Am cumpărat treizeci de cărţ i 
pentru biblioteca personală. 
“I bought thirty books for my 
personal library.”

Suntem douăzeci de fumători și 
treizeci de nefumători. 
"We are 20 smokers and 30 non-
smokers."

Sunt unsprezece bărbaț i la 
restaurant. 
"There are 11 men at the 
restaurant."

O mie de lei. 
"One thousand lei."

GRAMMAR

In this lesson, we're going to continue with counting from 11 to 100.

Let's just quickly review 0-10.

0 zero

1 unu, una if the thing you're counting is feminine

2 doi for masculine words, două for feminine

3 trei
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4 patru

5 cinci

6 şase

7 şapte

8 opt

9 nouă

10 zece

Now let's continue with 11 to 20.

11 unsprezece

This word may sound very difficult when you first hear it, but in reality, it is very 
simple.

Unsprezece is made up of three words. They are un, spre, and zece.

- un means "one"

- spre is translated as "to" or "towards"

- zece means "ten"

*Literally translated, unsprezece is "1 towards 10."

Here are the next numbers.

12 doisprezece

13 treisprezece

14 paisprezece

15 cincisprezece

16 şaisprezece

17 şaptesprezece

18 optsprezece

19 nouăsprezece
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20 douăzeci

Note that the number twenty, douăzeci, is made up of two other words.

-The first one is două, which means "two."

-The second word is zeci, which is the plural form of the number ten.

*Douăzeci is literally translated as two tens.

Because the word zeci is feminine, we use două, the feminine word for "two," in 
front of the word. Let's count in tens up to one hundred, so that we can see the 
similarities.

10 zece

20 douăzeci

30 treizeci

40 patruzeci

50 cincizeci

60 şaizeci

70 şaptezeci

80 optzeci

90 nouăzeci

100 o sută

Now that we have learned the tens, let's learn to count the numbers that are in 
between.

21 sounds like this: douăzeci și unu.

- Și means "and."

- Next we have unu which means "one."

*The whole number is douăzeci și unu, which is literally translated as "twenty and 
one."

Let's make some sentences using numbers now.

Here is the first one:
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"I have fifty euros." Am cincisprezece euro.

- Am is a present tense form of the verb that means "to have."

- cincisprezece, means "fifty."

- The last word euro, doesn't change its form when used in plural.

Now we have the Romanian word for "fifty-three." "Fifty" is cincizeci and "three" is 
trei. Putting them together, we have cincizeci şi trei or "fifty-three."

Let's use cincizeci şi trei to say "I have fifty-three euros": Am cincizeci și trei de 
euro.

- Am is translated as "I have."

- We just learned that cincizeci şi trei means "fifty-three."

- The next words, de euro, are literally translated as "of euro."

The whole sentence, then, is...

Am cincizeci şi trei de euro.

As you probably noticed in this last sentence, we added de after cincizeci si trei or 
"fifty-three." De is used after numbers starting with 20. All the numbers that come 
after 20 will have de after them when we use them for counting something. The 
numbers that come before 20 never have de after them.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 

 

Shopping in Romania can be a pleasant experience since you may find that the 
prices are cheaper compared to other countries. The Romanian way of counting will 
be very useful, especially when you're shopping in a traditional market. In other 
places, like supermarkets or shopping centers, it is more likely that you will be 
able to use your English.
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ROMANIAN

1. Cât costă acesta?

2. Cât costă aceasta?

3. Mă scuzaţi cât costă cămaşa aceasta?

4. La ce preţ este?

ENGLISH

1. How much is this?(masculine item)

2. How much is this?(feminine item)

3. Excuse me, how much is this shirt?

4. What is the price?

VOCABULARY

Romanian English Class

costă to cost verb

această this adjective, pronoun

acesta this pronoun

la at preposition

ce what

pronoun, adverb, 
adjective, interjection, 
interrogative pronoun, 
interrogative pronoun
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preţ price noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Cât costă cămașa? 
"How much does the shirt cost?"

Acesta mi-a dat-o bunica mea. 
"My grandmother gave me this."

Cât costă această cămaşă? 
"How much does this shirt  
cost?"

Acesta, vă rog. 
"This please."

La ce oră? 
"What t ime?"

La Simona. 
"At Simona."

Ce fel de f ructe ai folosit 
pentru acest cocteil? 
"What kind of fruits did you use 
for this cocktail? "

Ce vrei să mănânci: pizza sau 
spaghete? 
"What do you want to eat: pizza 
or spagetti?"

Despre ce vorbești? 
"What are you talking about?"

La ce oră? 
"What t ime?"

La ce preţ  este? 
"What is the price?"

GRAMMAR

The first thing you say to a shop clerk is "excuse me." You can say either mă 
scuzaţi or îmi cer scuze, which are both apology phrases that we learned in our 
previous lessons. After that you will want to ask: "How much is this?" or literally 
"How much cost this?"

In Romanian, we say
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Cât costă acesta? if the thing we are interested in is masculine and Cât costă 
aceasta? for feminine.

Let's break the first question down:

1. cât means "how much."

2. costă is a present form of the verb that means "to cost"

3. acesta is translated as "this."

This is used when the item you are asking about is masculine. If the item were 
feminine, you would use this question instead...

Cât costă aceasta?

Once more:

Cât costă acesta? (masculine)

Cât costă aceasta? (feminine)

4. Aceasta is the feminine form of "this."

Imagine that you find a clothing stand in a local market and want to buy a shirt. To 
attract the attention of the stall keeper, say mă scuzaţi, then ask how much the 
shirt costs. The question will sound like this: Mă scuzaţi, cât costă cămaşa 
aceasta?

Let's break it down:

1. mă scuzaţi means "excuse me."

2. cât means "how much."

3. costă, a present tense form of the verb that is translated as "to cost."

4. camasa is the word for "shirt"

5. aceasta is the feminine form of the word "this."

Once more:

Mă scuzaţi cât costă cămaşa aceasta?
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As we mentioned in the previous lesson, if the thing you want to buy is masculine, 
replace the word aceasta with acesta.

Another way of asking the price in Romanian is: La ce preţ este? translated in 
English as "What is the price?"

Let's break that down:

1. la means "at."

2. Ce is translated as "what"

3. preţ means "price."

4. este is the present form of the verb that means "to be."

Once more:

La ce preț este? literally means "At what price is?"

La ce preţ este această cămaşă? means "How much money is this shirt?"

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1
 

Let's have a look at some possible purchases that might interest you and how to 
say them in Romanian:

pantalon - "trousers"

pantofi - "shoes"

bluză - "blouse"

geantă - "bag"

palton - "coat"

Now get out there and enjoy your shopping!

Quick Tip 2
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The major credit cards—American Express, MasterCard, and Visa—are accepted in 
the main cities, large hotels, car rental companies, and big stores. If you find 
yourself in a small town or far away from a tourist area, the best option is to have 
cash. Therefore it is always good to have cash with you. And euros are as popular 
in Romania as dollars.
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ROMANIAN

1. Un kilogram de telemea vă rog.

2. Două kilograme de mere vă rog.

3. Este producţie românească?

ENGLISH

1. A kilogram of cheese please

2. Two kilograms of apples please.

3. Is it a Romanian product?

VOCABULARY

Romanian English Class

un kilogram a kilogram noun

de of, for conjunction

telemea
white sheep's-milk 

cheese noun

două kilograme two kilograms phrase

mere apples noun

producţie production noun

românească Romanian adjective

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Un kilogram de mere. 
"A kilogram of apples."

De băut. 
"To drink."

Un kilogram de telemea. 
"A kilogram of telemea."

Două kilograme de mere. 
"Two kilograms of apples."

Mere, vă rog! 
"Apples, please!"

Este producţ ie românească? 
"Is it  Romanian production?"

Producţ ie romanească. 
"Romanian production."

GRAMMAR

Normally, when you are interested in buying something, you greet the seller first. 
Then you ask the questions from the previous lessons, Cât costă? and La ce preţ 
este? After finding out the price, let's say you want to buy a kilogram of traditional 
Romanian cheese. You will have to say: Un kilogram de telemea vă rog.

Let's break it down:

1. The first two words, un kilogram, mean "one kilogram." They could also be 
translated as "a kilogram."

2. Next we have de telemea. De means "of" and telemea is the word for a 
traditional sort of cheese.

3. Last we have vă rog which you might remember as being the Romanian 
equivalent for "please."

Once more:

Un kilogram de telemea vă rog.

Let's say that you would like to buy two kilograms of apples. In this case, say: 
Două kilograme de mere vă rog.

Let's break it down:
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1. You already know the meaning of the words două and kilograme.

2.  Next we have de mere which is translated as "of apples."

3. Last we have vă rog meaning "please."

The whole phrase is:

Două kilograme de mere vă rog.

Some sellers import the merchandise from another country, but you might want to 
make sure that what you're buying is a Romanian product. All you have to ask if this: 
Este producţie românească? "Is it a Romanian product?"

Let's break it down:

1. este is the present tense form of the verb that means "to be."

2. productie means "production."

3. at the end we have românească. which means "Romanian."

One more time:

Este producție românească?

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1
 

Prices in Romania are a little bit lower than in Western Europe and North America. 
Here are some examples:

A pint of beer: 5 lei

A pair of jeans: 100 lei

A pizza: 17 lei

A bread: 3 lei

On average, one US dollar is equivalent to 4 lei.
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ROMANIAN

1. Un leu.

2. Cincisprezece lei.

3. Două sute treizeci de lei.

4. Cinci mii patru sute douăzeci de lei.

ENGLISH

1. 1 leu

2. 15 lei

3. 230 lei

4. 5420 lei

VOCABULARY

Romanian English Class

treisute șaizeci și cinci 365 numeral

șase mii opt sute 
nouăzeci 6890 numeral

lei
Romanian currency 

(plural) noun

leu
Romanian currency 

(singular) noun

un one numeral
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un leu one leu expression

mie thousand numeral, noun

o mie 1000, one thousand numeral

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Această cămașă costă treisute 
șaizeci și cinci de lei. 
"This shirt  is 365 lei."

Acest vin roșu costă șase mii 
opt sute nouă zeci de lei. 
"This red wine is 6890 lei."

Cinci lei. 
"Five lei."

Costă un leu. 
"(It) costs one leu."

Un vin alb. 
"One white wine."

Costă un leu. 
"(It) costs one leu."

O mie de mere. 
"One thousand apples."

O mie de lei. 
"One thousand lei."

GRAMMAR

Romania's monetary unit is the leu.

Denominations include coins for 1, 5, 10, 50 bani and bills for 1, 5, 10, 50, 100, 
200, and 500 lei.

Let's learn some prices in Romanian. Don't worry—it won't be too difficult. Let's see 
some examples:

Un leu. - "1 leu." 

Cincisprezece lei. - "15 lei"

*Note that the word leu becomes lei in the plural form.
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If you go up to hundreds or thousands, just try to remember our previous lessons 
about counting.

We've already learned that "a hundred" in Romanian is o sută.

230 lei is Două sute treizeci de lei.

Două means "two" and sute is the plural form of sută (a hundred).

So 200 is două sute, 300 is trei sute, and so on.

"A thousand" in Romanian is O mie.

For 2000 or more of something, we use the plural of the word mie which is mii.

So 2000 would be două mii.

Now for a slightly more complicated number: 5,420 lei: Cinci mii patru sute 
douăzeci de lei.

The prices in Romania can include the equivalent of cents, such as 15 lei and 50 
bani. In Romanian that sound like this: Cincisprezece lei și cincizeci de bani.

*Bani is the plural of the word ban which means "coin".

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 
 

On Romanian bills you will see pictures of very important Romanian personalities 
includig Nicolaie Iorga (1 leu),George Enescu (5 lei), Emil Racovița (10 lei), Aurel 
Vlaicu (50 lei), Ion Luca Caragiale (100), Lucian Blaga (200 lei), and Mihai Eminescu
(500 lei).
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ROMANIAN

1. Mă scuzați, care este parola pentru Internet?

2. Mă scuzați, cât costă Internetul pentru o oră?

ENGLISH

1. Excuse me, what is the password to use the Internet?

2. Excuse me, how much does it cost to use Internet for one hour?

VOCABULARY

Romanian English Class

mă scuzaţi excuse me expression, phrase

o oră one hour expression

internetul the internet noun

internet internet noun

care which
pronoun, conjounction, 

adjective

parola the password noun

pentru for preposition, adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Mă scuzaț i, cred că locul pe 
care staț i este al meu. 
"Excuse me, I think this is my 
seat you are sitt ing on."

Mă scuzaț i, unde este staț ia de 
tren? 
"Excuse me, where is the train 
station?"
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Mă scuzaţ i, vă rog! 
"Excuse me please!"

Pentru o oră. 
"For one hour."

Cât costă internetul? 
"How much does the Internet 
cost?"

Care este parola pentru 
internet? 
"Which is the password for the 
Internet?"

Pe care o să o mănânci? 
"Which one are you going to 
eat?"

Care este parola? 
"Which is the password?"

Care este parola? 
"Which is the password?"

Pentru o persoană. 
"For one person."

Pentru puţ in. 
"For nothing."

GRAMMAR

In hotels and cafés, Wi-Fi is usually part of the service. You might just need a 
password in order to connect. You could ask "Excuse me, what is the password to 
use the Internet?" Mă scuzați care este parola pentru Internet? is the 
question that will help you out.

Let's break it down:

1.  Mă scuzați is "Excuse me."

2.  care means "which."

3. The word Este, just like we said in the previous lessons, is the present 
tense form of the verb that means "to be."

4.  parola means "the password."

5. The last words, pentru Internet, mean "for Internet."
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Once more:

Mă scuzați, care este parola pentru Internet?

If you don't carry your laptop around, you might like to ask the reception counter 
how much the connection costs for one hour.

"Excuse me, how much does it cost to use Internet for one hour?" is Mă scuzați, 
cât costă Internetul pentru o oră? 

Let's break it down:

1. cât means "how much."

2. costă is a present tense form of the verb that means "to cost."

3. Internetul is translated as "the Internet."

4. At the end we have the three words pentru o oră which literally mean "for 
one hour."

Once more:

Mă scuzați, cât costă Internetul pentru o oră? 

The answer will probably sound something like this:

Un leu și cincizeci de bani pentru o oră. ("One leu and fifty bani for one hour.")

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1
 

Internet café in Romania is called the same as in English, Internet café. Many places 
have wireless Internet that is free for everybody, so it will be easy to connect your 
phone, laptop, or tablet to the Internet. Libraries also have Internet but not all have 
free access; you may be required to pay or have a library card.

Quick Tip 2
 

Romanian domain names end in .ro. Sometimes there are restrictions on what sites 
you may visit in Romania.
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ROMANIAN

1. Un bilet vă rog.

2. Cât costă un bilet?

3. Un bilet de autobuz vă rog.

4. Un bilet de tramvai vă rog.

5. Un abonament pentru o săptămână vă rog.

6. Un abonament pentru o lună vă rog.

ENGLISH

1. One ticket, please.

2. How much is a ticket?

3. One bus ticket please!

4. One tram ticket please!

5. A weekly ticket, please.

6. A monthly ticket, please.

VOCABULARY

Romanian English Class

cât how adverb
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abonament săptămânal weekly ticket expression

a costa to cost verb

tramvai tram noun

autobuz bus noun

de a conjunction

cât costă how much (it) costs expression

bilet ticket noun

un bilet one ticket expression

abonament lunar monthly ticket expression

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Cât costă cămașa? 
"How much does the shirt cost?"

Cât costă internetul? 
"How much does the Internet 
cost?"

Un abonament săptămânal, vă 
rog. 
"A weekly t icket, please."

Cât costă un măr? 
"How much does an apple cost?"

Un bilet de tramvai. 
"A tram ticket."

Un bilet de autobuz. 
"A bus t icket."

bilet de tramvai 
"A tram ticket."

Cât costă un bilet de tramvai? 
"How much does a tram ticket 
cost?"

Cât costă un bilet? 
"How much does a t icket cost?"

Cât costă un bilet de autobuz? 
"How much does a bus t icket 
cost?"
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Cât costă un abonament lunar? 
"How much is a montly t icket?"

GRAMMAR

The bus is an important means of transportation. In many Romanian cities, even big 
ones, we use buses almost as often as the tram, to cover both long and short 
distances. However, before starting your trip, you probably need to buy a ticket. 
For local commuting in Romania, the fare is around 1 leu and 50 bani or 2 lei. 
Usually, bus and tram tickets are made for two trips. You may purchase tickets at 
little kiosks. Depending on the city, there are special kiosks for selling tickets or 
kiosks that sell other things also, like juice, papers, biscuits, and so on. When you 
get on the bus, you must validate your ticket at one of the validation machines that 
stamps it.

No matter if you choose the bus or the tram for your trip, you need to buy a ticket.

But before you buy a ticket, you'll want to know how much it costs. In Romanian 
"How much is a ticket" is: Cât costă un bilet?

If you have to be more specific, you can ask:

Cât costă un bilet de autobuz? If you travel by bus

and

Cât costă un bilet de tramvai? If you travel by tram.

*All we did was add de autobuz after bilet. De means "of" and autobuz is the 
Romanian word for "bus."

The beginning of the phrase is the same if you need the tram - just replace de 
autobuz with de tramvai. As you already may have noticed, tramvai is the word for 
"tram."

Cât costă un bilet de tramvai?

When you're ready to buy a ticket, you say: Un bilet vă rog. This means "one 
ticket, please."

Let's break it down:

1. un means "one."
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2. bilet is translated as "ticket."

3.  Don't forget to add vă rog for "please" at the end!

So the whole request meaning "One ticket, please" is Un bilet vă rog.

If you are staying in Romania for more than a few days, the best solution is to buy a 
weekly or monthly ticket. Let's learn to ask for that.

If you want to buy a weekly ticket, you say: Un abonament pentru o 
săptămână vă rog.

Let's break it down:

1. The first two words, un abonament, are translated as "a subscription."

2. Next we have pentru, which means "for."

3.  o săptămâna means "one week."

4. Don't forget to add vă rog at the end.

Once more:

Un abonament pentru o săptămână vă rog. "A weekly ticket, please."

If you want to buy a monthly ticket, you say: Un abonament pentru o lună vă 
rog. 

As you already observed, instead of săptămână, we say lună.

Un abonament pentru o lună vă rog. ("A monthly ticket, please.")

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick Tip 1
 

Buses and trams stop around 11 p.m. You will be able to buy tickets until 8 or 9 
p.m. depending on the city. Usually during the weekends, the kiosks for tickets 
have shorter working hours. During the night time, your best option is a taxi.

Quick Tip 2
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In Bucharest, an adult monthly ticket costs around 80 lei and it can be used on all 
buses. Ticket prices in big cities are higher compared to other cities. Small cities 
usually have lower costs. You can also get a weekly ticket or a 15-day ticket for 
use on all lines, or one that is for use on specific lines.

Quick Tip 3
 

To get a monthly or a weekly ticket, be sure to have a copy of your ID card and a 
passport-sized photo.
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ROMANIAN

1. La ce oră este autobuz spre Brașov?

2. De unde cumpăr bilete?

3. Biletele le cumpărați de la șofer.

4. Acest autobuz merge la Brașov?

5. Un bilet până la Brașov vă rog.

6. Câte ore face până la Brașov?

ENGLISH

1. At what hour will there be a bus to Brasov?

2. Where can I buy tickets?

3. You can buy the tickets from the driver.

4. Is this bus going to Brasov?

5. A ticket to Brasov please.

6. How many hours to Brasov?

VOCABULARY

Romanian English Class

acest autobuz the bus expression
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a merge to walk, to go verb

face (it, she, he) makes verb

câte ore how many hours expression

pâna la until, to the expression

şofer driver noun

cumpăr (I) buy verb

spre to the preposition

de unde from where expression

la ce oră at what time expression

ce what

pronoun, adverb, 
adjective, interjection, 
interrogative pronoun, 
interrogative pronoun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Acest autobuz merge la 
Braşov? 
"Is this bus going to Brasov?"

Acest autobuz face trei ore 
până la Brașov. 
"This bus takes (makes) 3 hours 
to Brasov."

Câte ore face până la Braşov? 
"How many hours to Brasov?"

Un bilet pana la Braşov, vă rog. 
"A t icket to Brasov, please."

De la șofer. 
"From the driver."

De unde cumpăr bilete de 
autobuz? 
"Where can I buy bus t ickets?"

La ce oră este autobuz spre 
Brașov? 
"At what hour will there be a 
bus to Brasov?"

De unde cumpar bilete? 
"Where can I buy t ickets?"
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La ce oră este autobuz? 
"At what hour will there be a 
bus?"

Ce fel de f ructe ai folosit 
pentru acest cocteil? 
"What kind of fruits did you use 
for this cocktail?"

Ce vrei să mănânci: pizza sau 
spaghete? 
"What do you want to eat: pizza 
or spagetti?"

Despre ce vorbești? 
"What are you talking about?"

La ce oră? 
"What t ime?"

GRAMMAR

Let's imagine a situation that happens all the time in Romanian bus stations. You 
decide to travel by bus from Cluj to Brașov. First of all, you will go to the 
information desk and make sure the bus schedule hasn't changed. You can ask "At 
what hour will there be a bus to Brasov?" In Romanian, that is: La ce oră este 
autobuz spre Brașov?

Let's break it down:

1. The first three words, la ce oră, are translated as "at what hour."

2. Next we have este, which is a present form of the verb that means "to be."

3. After that comes autobuz, the word for "bus."

4. Spre may be translated in different ways, but in our sentence it means "at."

5. And the last word is the name of the city. In our case, Brașov.

The whole question is:

La ce oră este autobuz spre Brașov? In English that will be literally translated as "At 
what hour is a bus to Brașov?"
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The next question you will need to ask is De unde cumpăr bilete? In English, that 
is translated as "Where can I buy tickets?"

Let's break it down:

1. de unde is translated as "from where."

2. cumpăr is a present tense form of the verb that means "to buy."

3. And last we have bilete which means "tickets."

One more time:

De unde cumpăr bilete?

Usually, the answer to this question will be: De la șofer or Biletele le cumpărați 
de la șofer.

Let's pick the second one and break it down:

1. biletele means "the tickets."

2. le cumpărați has no literal translation but basically these two words mean 
"buy them."

3. de la is translated as "from."

4. The last word șofer means "driver."

The whole sentence is translated as "You can buy the tickets from the driver." 
Biletele le cumpărați de la șofer.

When you get on the bus, make sure that the bus is the right one. For this, you will 
need to ask, "Is this bus going to Brasov?" Now the same phrase, but in Romanian: 
Acest autobuz merge la Brașov?

Let's break it down:

1. acest is the masculine form for "this." We already covered the word in our 
previous lessons.

2.  autobuz means "bus."

3. merge is the present form of the verb that is translated as "to walk."
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4. la Brașov means "to Brașov."

The whole question once again is:

Acest autobuz merge la Brașov? 

Now let's learn how to buy a ticket for a far-away destination.

Un bilet până la Brașov vă rog. In English, "A ticket to Brașov please."

1. You already know that un bilet means "one ticket."

2. Next we have până la which can be translated as "until" or "to the."

3. Brașov is the name of the city.

4. And at the end we have the words vă rog, as usual.

The whole sentence is:

Un bilet până la Brașov vă rog.

When you are getting ready for a long trip, it is normal to be interested in how 
many hours it will take to reach the destination. All you have to do is ask the driver 
the following question: Câte ore face până la Brașov? which is translated as 
"How many hours to Brașov?"

1. câte means "how many."

2. The second word ore means "hours."

3. Next we have face which is a present form of the verb that means "to 
make."

4. You are already familiar with the last three words. Până la Brașov means "to 
Brașov."

All together we have: Câte ore face până la Brașov?

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick Tip 1
 

Depending on the region, trains can be more popular than the buses. There are 
also minibuses that are faster than a normal bus. However, neither the bus nor the 
minibus are as comfortable as the train, and they are also a little bit more 
expensive.

Quick Tip 2
 

When taking a bus, try to get to the station at least fifteen minutes before the 
departure. You need time to buy the ticket, to arrange your luggage, and to make 
sure of the most important thing: that there are free places. On certain days and 
even weeks, people travel a lot. Therefore, before important holidays like Easter, 
Christmas, or New Year's Eve, the best option is to get to the bus station 25 
minutes before departure. That way, you will definitely get the window seat!
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